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Fuzzy and Probabilistic Object-Oriented 
Databases

INTRODUCTION

-
ligent systems, integration of different methodologies and 

-
disciplinary research effort. The advantages of such a hybrid 
system are that the strengths of its partners are combined 
and complementary to each other’s weakness.

In particular, object orientation provides a hierarchical 
data abstraction scheme and a mechanism for information 
hiding and inheritance. However, the classical object-oriented 
data model cannot deal with uncertainty and imprecision 

theory and fuzzy logic provide measures and rules for rep-
resenting and reasoning with uncertainty and imprecision. 
That has led to intensive research and development of fuzzy 
and probabilistic object-oriented databases, as collectively 

BACKGROUND

The key issues in research on extending the classical 
object-oriented data models to deal with uncertainty and 
imprecision are:

3. Representation of uncertain and/or imprecise attribute 
values.

4. Representation and execution of class methods.
5. Expression of partial applicability of class proper-

ties.

imprecision.

In the classical object-oriented data model, a class hier-

A class A is derived as a subclass of a class , which is then 
called A’s super-class, either by narrowing the crisp value 
ranges of ’s attributes or by adding new properties to ’s 
ones. In the probabilistic and fuzzy case, due to the uncertain 

applicability of class properties or the imprecision of attribute 
value ranges, the inclusion between classes naturally becomes 
graded, which could be computed on the basis of the value 

relation actually forms a network rather than a hierarchy, 
because if a class A has some inclusion degree into a class 

 based on a fuzzy matching of their descriptions, then 
usually also has some inclusion degree into A

that are totally subsumed by it, though the sub-concepts 

Uncertain and imprecise attribute values lead to partial 
membership of an object into a class, and there are dif-

linguistic labels to express the strength of the link of an 

as similarity degrees between objects and classes. Blanco, 

including probabilistic one, to be used for membership de-
grees. Nevertheless, it is to be answered how measures of 
different meanings, such as possibility and probability, on 
various levels of a model are integrated coherently. 

fuzzy object-oriented data mod-
els, which are referred in this paper, were mainly based 
on fuzzy set and possibility theories, and used fuzzy sets 
or possibility distributions to represent imprecise attribute 

having a particular value. However, much less concern was 
given for uncertainty over a set of values of an attribute and 
a foundation to combine probability degrees and fuzzy sets 
in the same model.

While class attributes were paid much attention and 
treatment, class methods, as common in object-oriented 
systems for modeling object behaviors and parameterized 
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ods but did not provide formal representation and explicit 

clauses and executed as a reasoning process, which were 
thus for declarative and deductive in contrast to imperative 
and procedural models.

In the classical object-oriented data model, the properties 

the class. However, there is no commonly agreed set of de-

 as an intermediate between the two extreme 
notions of required property and optional property, each of 
which was associated with a possibility degree of applica-

concept model with the classical one, assuming each property 
of a concept to have a probability degree for it occurring in 
exemplars of that concept. 

We note the distinction between the notion of uncertain 
property values and that of uncertain property applicability. 
In the former case, an object surely has a particular property 
but it is not sure which one among a given set of values the 

John owns a car” express different levels of uncertainty. In 

Uncertain class membership and uncertain property ap-
plicability naturally result in uncertain inheritance of class 
properties. This was not considered in Bordogna, Pasi, and 

degrees were used as thresholds to determine what part of 
the properties in a class would be inherited. In Cao and Ros-

applicability of a property to the class were represented by 

into the support pair for the object to inherit the property.

presented recommendations for the application of fuzzy set 

as constraints on object attributes and query answering as 
-

-

While the fuzzy object-oriented data models referred in 
this paper were mainly based on fuzzy set and possibility 

introduced a probabilistic model to handle object bases with 

POB class hierarchy, although a class was assumed to be 

conditional probability for an object of a class belonging to 

an object of a class belonged to a subclass of that class. 
Accordingly, the partial class membership was measured 

-
certainty about its value was represented by lower bound 
and upper bound probability distributions on a set of values. 

and operate on object bases.
However, the two major shortcomings of the POB model 

Plant example therein, the values of the attribute 
are chosen to be only enumerated symbols such as mild,
medium, and heavy
in practice, those linguistic values are inherently vague and 

interpretation, they cannot be measured and their probability 
distributions cannot be calculated.

A HYBRID MODEL

is extended with fuzzy attribute values, class methods, and 
uncertain applicability of class properties. Here, the term 
property is used to subsume both the terms attribute and 
method. This hybrid model is called -

-

as being out-patients, or in-patients. Those subclasses of a 
class that are connected to a node are mutually disjoint, and 
they form a cluster of that class. The value in [0, 1] associ-
ated with the link between a class and one of its immediate 
subclasses represents the probability for an object of the 

are resident. As such, each object could be a member of a 
class with some probability.

Basically, imprecise and uncertain values of an attribute 
is expressed by a  of the form V, ,

, where V is a set of 
fuzzy sets, and  and  are lower and upper bound probability 
distributions on V , , .8u,

u , represents that the probability for the age of a patient 
is  or 
and  are linguistic labels of fuzzy sets, and u
denotes the uniform distribution.
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